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Dear companions,

Today I want tell you that, as the consciousnesses open themselves to live wider degrees of spiritual
maturity, God makes known world truths that transcend the physical barbarities that humanity lives
in the world.

The great sorrow of God is the suffering of souls that die day by day submersed in the
incomprehension and, thus, are not able to leave the states of consciousness that are hells created by
chaos and by evil.

You are being called in this moment to be true companions of God and of His Son and, in this way,
to share with Him His sorrows and not remain in the stinginess of the your daily lives.

God calls you to maturity, and when His Son leads you to know His constant agony, caused by the
world, it is so that, in this way, you may walk fast towards the forgetfulness of self and recognize
that exists a Higher Plan, which manifestation depends on the awakening and on the maturing of
those who have committed themselves to the Creator in the beginning.

This moment that you live is marking the time of coming out of yourselves and assuming the
planetary task that is due to you as a group.

The Lord is making known realities that many are not prepared to face because evil precipitates
itself in the world and progresses each time more, making the souls lose faith and hope and enabling
the essences to be completely extinguished.

An essence that is extinguished and disintegrated, My beloved ones, is like a part of God that ceases
to exist.  Remember that each essence created by Him is a living part of His Divine Consciousness
sent to the manifested Creation to fulfill a mission.

Now I ask you to accept this offer that has been delivered to you as a grace to serve God
consciously and to no longer lose yourselves in trivial problems of your lives, but let yourselves be
transformed and molded by the ray of the divine humility and unite in prayer to the Father for the
salvation of the planet.

Each step that you take towards Light is a step of the whole humanity towards a new time.

Mature from the heart and in consciousness, since there is no more time to lose with yourselves
anymore.

I love you and lead you to new planetary cycle.

Saint Joseph, the Eternal Servant of God


